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Thanks

for 

showing

up   



   

 The
 website 
 that gave
 rise to
 this talk

DefensiveComputingChecklist.com

Slide 
deck for 
today is 
available 
here

Home page 
is too long



   

   My personal website



   

 Defining Defensive Computing

● Privacy (of course) 

● Security (of course) 

● Software to use and software to avoid

● Configuration options for systems and software 

● Being aware of the most common scams, pitfalls and mistakes 

● Knowing the rules of the road.



   

ALWAYS  REMEMBER

● When you get a TEXT MESSAGE
                                   you have no idea who sent it

● When you get an EMAIL MESSAGE
                                   you have no idea who sent it

● When you get a PHONE CALL
                             you have no idea who the caller is



   

         Today's  Topics

● Cellphone settings
● Blacklight 
● Not trusting email 
● DNS
● Chromebooks
● Quick Takes 1 
● Being safe on Public Wi-Fi  

● Quick Takes 2 
● Router Security 
● Passwords 
● Quick Takes 3 
● VPNs 
● Domain name rules 
● Secure? websites 
● Network war stories    



   

       Why Am I here?

● The tech press is failing non techies – typical articles are 
about bad things with no defense

● Many (most?) in the tech press are Art History majors 
covering technology they do not understand  



   

One 
failure 
of the 
tech 
press



   

 Multiple experts seriously  
  annoyed at mistakes



   

 Would you take
 business advice from
 a computer nerd? 

 If not, don’t take
 software advice from a
 business reporter



   

   Yikes! 

Even if not malicious when installed, the extension could be hacked or later 
sold. This one was sold. And, extensions self-update silently. 



   

 Defensive Computing
  in the wild  

Rare good news



   



   

A bank is trying to offer 
some defense. 

No quite there yet



   

 Serious 
 Privacy

Michael Bazzell is 
seriously into privacy.

Its his business
      along with OSINT

He has websites, a 
podcast, a book, and 
most recently an online 
magazine called 
Unredacted 
UnredactedMagazine.com



   

 Extreme Privacy

From Michael Bazzell 

● You can use Apple devices without an 
Apple account 

● macOS spies on you. Podcast episode on
using a firewall to block much of this
inteltechniques.com/blog/2021/08/03/minimizing-macos-telemetry/

● He uses a professional grade router that is always
connected to a VPN 

● His preferred mobile OS is GrapheneOS 

● His VPN recommendations are iffy

● Data removal guide at inteltechniques.com/workbook.html



   

 Extreme Openness

Leave your most personal information unprotected on a 
cellphone 

→ Emergency Contact

→ Medical conditions (blood type at the least)



   

 iPhone Medical 
    Emergency

Give first responders 
access to critical medical 
information from the Lock 
screen

No passcode needed to 
see the informaton 

Not available on iPads



   

 Android Medical Emergency

Can also give first responders access to critical medical 
information and emergency contacts from the Lock screen
 
Android 12 Pixel 
Set: Settings → Safety & emergency
Get: Lock screen → Emergency call → View Emergency info

On other Android phones . . .  

 



   

 Android Lock Screen Message

It says “If found please email x@y.com”  

Email address is forwarded to both my wife and myself 

-------- CONFIGURE THIS -------------------

Android 9:  Settings -> Lock screen -> Contact information

Android 10: Settings -> Display -> Advanced -> Lock screen display -> 
      Lock screen message

Android 11: Settings -> Display -> Advanced -> Lock screen -> 
        Add text on lock screen

Android 12: Settings -> Display -> Lock screen -> Add text on lock screen 

  



   

 Cellphone Radios Off  

Keep Wi-Fi, 4G/LTE, Bluetooth and GPS/Location off by default 

This is more secure and extends battery life

When they are needed turn them on, when done, turn them back off 

With all of them off, a phone can make/receive calls and text messages

  

Background: anything that is more secure is more of a hassle



   

ALWAYS  REMEMBER

● When you get a TEXT MESSAGE
                                   you have no idea who sent it

● When you get an EMAIL MESSAGE
                                   you have no idea who sent it

● When you get a PHONE CALL
                             you have no idea who the caller is



   

 Looks 
 fine
 but ...



   

  TL;DR



   



   

  Blacklight

Free Website

Privacy 

Inspection service

from TheMarkup



   

  Blacklight

The report on 

PlannedParenthood.org

is awful



   

  Blacklight

The 
gory

details



   

  Blacklight

www.hope.net gets a

perfect score



   

BEWARE  EMAIL

You have no idea who really sent
 
       an EMAIL MESSAGE



   

  Not trusting Email

 
● Possible to forge the FROM address
● Play domain games with FROM address 
● Sender account was hacked
● Send from the real domain but from a business partner
● Thread hijacking

 



   

 Email sent
 from a 
 business
 partner



   

 Email
 Thread
 Hijacking



   

    Gmail 

 
● One price for a free service is no tech support 
● Email is worth paying for
● Some providers: ProtonMail, Fastmail, Mailbox.org, Tutanota, Runbox, Thexyz, Posteo 
● Other suggestions?

 

To backup your Gmail address book from the Gmail website 
   1. Open a new tab and go to contacts.google.com
   2. Click on Export in the left side vertical column
   3. For good luck do it three times, once in each available format 



   

  Things are bad

All too typical



   

  Things are bad

Fill in a form 

and data is collected 
well before you think 
it was submitted



   

  Things are bad

As usual … 

No defense 



   

  Things are bad

But … 

The paper that 
underlies the article 
has defenses … 



   

  Things are bad

Defense 1

Use a 
better web 
browser



   

Defense 2 – avoid these websites



   

Defense 3 

Avoid these 
tracking 
companies



   

              DNS 

  DNS is your best friend



   

  DNS

Every device that is directly connected to the Internet has a unique 
number

Most directly connected devices are servers and routers
The numbers look like 123.123.456.456 (periods replace commas) 
 
This matters because computers communicate using these numbers
 

There is a new number format, IPV6, but it’s not important to the point



   

  DNS translates names to numbers

● www.hope.net    - - - >   184.105.226.26

● wiki.hope.net     - - - >  172.105.24.223

● volunteer.hope.net - - >  5.161.106.159 

● 2600.com  - - >  166.84.5.162

● twitter.com - - >  104.244.42.65

● irs.gov       - - >  152.216.11.110

● DefensiveComputingChecklist.com - - > 162.254.250.9



   

Don’t take DNS translation services from strangers



   

  DNS

BORING----------------
DNS is a critical foundation upon which the Internet experience is built
Every ISP provides DNS service as part of getting you online 
Malicious DNS can send you to a scam copy of a website

SEXY-----------------
As Jerry Seinfeld said, DNS lets you be the Master of Your Domain 
If you control DNS, you control ads, tracking and more
If you don’t want to be spied on, DNS is your best friend.  
  



   

  DNS is changing

OLD  DNS
--------------  
Insecure
UDP
One type
Port 53
Specified by IP address

Examples: 1.1.1.1 
                  9.9.9.9 
  

NEW DNS
-------------- 
Secure Encrypted
TCP
Two types DoH DoT 
DoT uses port 853
DoH uses port 443  
Specified by server name
Examples: 
DoH: https://dns.quad9.net/dns-query 
DoT:  tls://dns.quad9.net



   

 Why care about the new secure DNS?  

Not for the encryption, which actually provides very little protection

We care because it provides more ways to take control of DNS
 → System wide settings in Android and ChromeOS 
 → Desktop browsers now have DNS settings 
 
This lets us pick a DNS provider that provides a service we want
 → tracker blocking
 → malware blocking
 → ad blocking 
 → Facebook blocking  



   

Chrome on Windows  
  Settings → Privacy and Security → Security →  Use secure DNS on
  Custom server for NextDNS:  https://dns.nextdns.io/abc123  
  
Firefox on Windows 
  Settings → General → Network Settings → Settings.. button → Enable DNS over HTTPS on
  Custom server for NextDNS: https://dns.nextdns.io/abc123
 
Brave on Windows  
  Settings → Privacy and security →  Security → Use secure DNS  on 
  Custom server for NextDNS:  https://dns.nextdns.io/abc123

Or,  just search for “DNS” in the browser settings 

Secure DNS in a web browser 



   

DNS vs. uBlock Origin   

Browser plug-ins, such as uBlock Origin, block ads/trackers too, but ...

DNS can operate at the Operating System level rather than a single web browser
 
DNS can even be configured for an entire LAN

DNS can be configured for all of your devices

DNS can be more flexible

DNS can set profiles for different devices 
 
DNS can do logging 

DNS is not able to read and update every web page  (think Honey)



   

  What is your DNS?

There is a DNS Tester page on my Router Security site at   
     routersecurity.org/testdns.php

Feel free to visit it now. 

In the old days of VPNs, DNS leaks were a problem. This refers to old DNS 
requests traveling outside the VPN tunnel where they can be easily spied upon 
or manipulated. In response, many VPN companies created DNS tester pages 
so their customers could see for themselves that there was no DNS leak. 
The page above links to many of these tester pages. 
Perhaps the best is   dnsleaktest.com from IVPN 



   

The source of your DNS is complicated

Elizabeth Barrett Browning: How do I love thee, let me count the ways… 

Me: Where did my DNS configuration come from? 

Let me count the possible sources …   

  



   

Possible sources of DNS configuration
The router 
    → using DNS settings from the ISP
    → using a specific configuration in the router
    → may get its DNS setting from VPN client software running on the router
    → using a configuration specific to the VLAN associated with the SSID/Ethernet port
    → may be doing some of the DNS on its own

The computing device 
   → a system-wide setting
   → a setting specific to the network adapter (WiFi or Ethernet)
   → a setting specific to the current SSID (for WiFi)
          Note: with old DNS, some routers can over-ride the specification on the computing device
   → The hosts file 
   → VPN client software running on the computing device
          Note: If a VPN is being used with split tunneling, then the DNS can vary based on the domain being access

A web browser configured to use encrypted DNS (DoH or DoT)

NOTE: Some settings are old DNS, some new DNS, some allow both  



   

The source of your DNS is complicated

There can be more than one DNS configuration/profile on any particular 
computing device. 

For example, one web browser could get DNS service from Quad9, 
another browser on the same computer could get DNS from Google and 
the operating system itself could get DNS from Comcast

Even worse, some software can be using old DNS and other software 
using new DNS, on the same computer



   

 Controlling DNS in a Peplink Router
Block specific names   
NOTE: This is old DNS only – new DNS bypasses the router   
         

Think of this as a hosts file for the entire LAN          
     



   

 Controlling DNS a Peplink Router
 Block web access generically                 



   

 DNS providers 

This list is far from exhaustive.

DNS from your ISP is probably the worst choice
 
Most providers on this list offer multiple services.
That is, they may block nothing and/or malware
      and/or trackers and/or adult content etc.

My favorite is NextDNS 

routersecurity.org/DNS.providers.php

●  Quad9 

● NextDNS 

● Cloudflare

● OpenDNS

● Mullvad 

● AdGuard 

● Control D

● Google 



   

 DNS at HOPE conference 

DNS here at HOPE  is from Google and Cloudflare
Test it:  www.dnsleaktest.com
 
The NOC has hacked it for us as a demo
While www.yahoo.com is fine, these 2 sub-domains are fudged
 finance.yahoo.com  69.147.88.8   192.168.1.1 
 sports.yahoo.com   69.147.88.8   192.168.1.1
 
This is old DNS. A browser configured for new secure DNS will by pass the hack 
Firefox, Chrome and Brave use DoH. When configured for new DNS, you should be able
to see the two hacked Yahoo sub-domains. Test it later. Two DoH options: 
 
 https://dns.quad9.net/dns-query
 https://dns.adguard.com/dns-query
   



   

 NextDNS 
       My preferred DNS provider 

● Free service – up to a point, then $20/year

● Blocks ads/trackers by default

● Extremely customizable 

● Multiple profiles – use for one device or many
● Optional logging 
● Supports both old/insecure and new/secure DNS
● Supports both DoH and DoT
● nextdns.io 



   

       Integrates with everything – usable from anywhere 

 NextDNS 



   

  Starts with 2 block lists - you can add others

 NextDNS 



   

Can also control
Websites, 
Apps and
Games   

 NextDNS 



   

The deny list gives 
you the ultimate 
level of control

It even blocks all 
sub-domains

There is also an 
Allow list 
   

 NextDNS 



   

And, of course, 
stats

 NextDNS 



   

Not sure what
 to block?
 
Now sure what’s
 going on? 

There are also 
(optional) logs 

 NextDNS 



   

     The source of your DNS is complicated. Except, on Android 

For Android users, Secure DNS is extremely easily to implement

One setting works system-wide, and even over-rides VPNs 

In Settings, search for Private DNS 
Or on a Pixel: Settings → Network & Internet → Private DNS 

For NextDNS the provider hostname is 
   Mikesphone-abc123.dns.nextdns.io 
    Where abc123 is the NextDNS profile ID 

Secure DNS also available in the Intra app from Google  

Secure DNS on Android 



   

Secure DNS on a Chromebook 
CONFIGURE

Chrome browser →  settings → privacy and security → security→ 
    Manage secure DNS in ChromeOS settings → Use secure DNS → on 
 
For NextDNS enter
  https://dns.nextdns.io/abc123 
  where “abc123” is the NextDNS profile ID 

This seems to apply system-wide. That is, for all Google accounts on the Chromebook 
and also for Guest Mode 

As of ChromeOS version 103



   

Amazon FireOS is hostile to DNS 

Amazon FireOS does not have the system-wide secure DNS setting that Android has 

Can not install mainstream web browsers. Limited to Amazon Silk with no extensions.

Silk has an option for secure DNS and a custom fill-in that works with NextDNS. Still, 
apps can not be made to use secure DNS. 

User can not set DNS servers on a per SSID basis. 

Every SSID has Google’s 8.8.8.8 DNS server appended after router-provided DNS
 
Can not install many VPNs 

As of Fire OS 7.3.2.3  (July 2022)



   

Secure DNS in Peplink router

→ a browser configured for secure DNS used the browser DNS, not this 
                     router DNS           (tested on windows with Chrome) 

→ A browser not configured for secure DNS, used VPN DNS rather than
                    this router DNS      (tested on Windows)

→ If DNS is configured in a browser, while using a VPN connected to this router...  

NOTE



   

 DNS 
 is your  friend



   

DNS 
can 
delete
malware



   

 DNS – so SAD

Quoting:  “ ... the DNS 
servers you use are 
usually automatically set 
by your ISP or even the 
Wi-Fi network you 
connect to and will leak 
the fact that your device 
requested the IP address 
for freedom.press ... 
Make sure to look for a 
VPN provider that is set 
up to prevent DNS leaks.” 

This is why I am here



   

DNS 
blocking
tester

From Eduard Ursu                   
                                                
https://d3ward.github.io/toolz/



   

DNS 
blocking
tester

Testing ProtonVPN
NetShield  on iOS              



   

DNS 
blocking
tester

Testing ProtonVPN NetShield  on iOS
 
Result: eh 

(screen shot does not show the full report)  
           



   

DNS 
blocking
tester

Testing ProtonVPN NetShield  on iOS

Facebook results:
Blocked
   pixel.facebook.com
   analytics.facebook.com
   an.facebook.com
Allowed 
   ads.facebook.com
There are other Facebook domains              



   

DNS 
blocking
tester

Windscribe R.O.B.E.R.T  on iOS
 
Result: great 

(screen shot does not show the full report)  
           



   

EFF 
blocking
tester

coveryourtracks.eff.org    
         



   

 DNS 
 is your  friend
In this story, 
the Facebook Pixel 
is Darth Vader 

It does very bad 
things

And, there is no 
defense

              



   

 DNS is your  friend

In this story, despite 4 authors, no one can stop Darth Vader
But, the Force knows that the Facebook pixel lives at
   connect.facebook.net and www.facebook.com

And with DNS we can block it
 
But … you use Facebook. 
→ So, maybe block it on one device but not another with NextDNS profiles  
→ If you have one computer and two browsers, you can block Facebook in one
      browser and not the other, again, with NextDNS profiles. 

You are now better protected than the authors. Someone should tell them.

 www.facebook.com/business/learn/facebook-ads-pixel 



   

      DNS 
 is your  friend

But, there is
              



   

         Chromebooks



   

  Chromebook Cheat Sheet

WHAT
→ A laptop computer running the ChromeOS system from Google 
→ Hardware from Acer, Asus, Lenovo, HP, Samsung and others
→ ChromeOS is the newest of the popular Operating Systems
→ Logon with a Gmail account or… 
         Use as a Guest without logging in at all
→ Use just the Chrome web browser or ... 
        Run Android apps and...
        Can also run Linux software
→ If there is a NAS, a Chromebook can share files on the LAN
→ For each model, there is a software maintenance drop dead date
→ Very often the cheapest laptop  
→ www.google.com/chromebook/  



   

  Chromebooks

WHY BRING UP CHROMEBOOKS? 

→ No viruses or malware
→ Requires no care and feeding   



   

  Chromebook Cheat Sheet 2

● ChromeOS is the newest of the popular Operating Systems. 
● ChromeOS defends itself better than older OSs
● All files are encrypted all the time. No opting out. 
● Erasing files off an SSD is a huge big deal with other OSs, not with ChromeOS 

       Delete a Google account or Powerwash entire machine 
● Best computer for sharing between multiple people – each account is walled off 
● Full chrome browser, same as in desktop systems 
● Non techies can just use Chrome, techies can also use Android and/or Linux 
● Most sophisticated system at self-updating, a big reason for my no care and feeding claim 

 
   There are two copies of the OS. Use one, it updates the other. Re-boot switches them.



   

  Chromebook Cheat Sheet 3

● Best computer for non techies. Tested in my own family 
● Best computer for Defensive Computing  
● One hole is browser plugins, can be scammed into installing 

something that spies on you
● Should put some computer nerds out of business

    Did I mention that I am retired?
● There are configuration suggestions on 

  DefensiveComputingChecklist.com  



   



   

 Chromebooks 

Free copies of

ChromeOS can now be

installed on many old 
computers, even Macs. 

But, no Android or Linux apps 
 



   

 Let’s talk
 
 ChromeOS

 Guest Mode



   

  Like incognito mode in a browser, it saves no browsing history … but 

  It operates at the Operating System level, not the browser level.

  Incognito mode on steroids 



   

GUEST MODE starts with a clean slate: No browser bookmarks. No browser extensions. No browser 
history. No Android or Linux apps. No link to Google Drive. No saved passwords. No malware.

 WHILE IN GUEST MODE

 Guest has the full Chrome browser – great for webmail 
 Guest can not install a browser extension and can not create a bookmark
 Guest can read/write to a USB flash drive 
 Guest can view PDFs, but not Word, PowerPoint or Excel files 
 If login to a website, of course, the site knows who the Guest is 

 WHEN EXIT GUEST MODE: say goodbye to: cookies, browsing history, downloaded files saved 
   to the Chromebook and system changes



   

  Apple will soon release a Lockdown mode for iOS devices. 

  This mode eliminates some features to reduce the attack surface. 

  Guest Mode on a Chromebook goes far far further than Lockdown mode on iOS

      ------------------------------
 
   Guest Mode is a great fit for letting a child use a Chromebook. Yawn. 
 
   Safest way to use Facebook and TikTok.   And …       and …



   

       WHISTLEBLOWERS

● Should the government seize your computing 
devices, there is nothing to be had from Guest Mode

● Whistleblowers should use webmail from a Chromebook 
running in Guest Mode. ProtonMail probably best. 

● If only the media supported ProtonMail. Phooey on
 Signal, Wickr, Wire, SecureDrop, etc. etc. 

● But, you can not run a VPN while in Guest Mode, so you need that from a router   



   

       ProtonMail

● There is no simpler way for a non-techie 
whistleblower to get secure communication 

● Its just webmail 
● Its free 
● Its anonymous (looking at you Signal)
● Available on Guest Mode Chromebook
● Yet, no news outlets offer it on their tips 

page     



   

       ProtonMail → ProtonMail

The world can see
●  the FROM and TO address
●  the subject line
● the name of an attached file

The world can NOT see 
● Body of the email message 
● Contents of an attached file        



   

Quiz

What is the 
first thing to 
do with a new 
USB flash 
drive?



   

Answer
---------- 

Stick it in a Chromebook
running in Guest Mode

By far, the safest option



   

         Quick  Takes 1



   

ALWAYS  REMEMBER

● When you get a TEXT MESSAGE
                                   you have no idea who sent it

● When you get an EMAIL MESSAGE
                                   you have no idea who sent it

● When you get a PHONE CALL
                             you have no idea who the caller is



   

  Framework laptops 

Designed for repair and upgrades 
Battery can be replaced
So can everything else  - modular
Every screw is the same size
Swap ports, USB, HDMI, etc 
Hardware disable camera and microphone 
Good reviews from my trusted sources 
Pre-assembled or DIY models
Pre-assembled starts at $1,050  
Windows 11, Fedora, Ubuntu, Manjaro
Windows 10?   
This is an extensive review → 
 
https://frame.work 



   

  Google: search while not logged in 

Or, 
Use 
Startpa



   

  Google: search while not logged in 



   

  
Turning off an iPhone is not enough. 

Also disable the Find My feature.

Maybe also an RF blocking bag

Going to an 
abortion clinic?



   

   Amazon

Quoting: "While some departments at Amazon will make outbound calls to customers, 
Amazon will never ask you to disclose or verify sensitive personal information, or offer 
you a refund you do not expect."  

Amazon "Choice" means only one thing – that the product is in stock 

They track everything you do on their website
  → Shop/browse in private mode in one browser, then buy in a different browser

Home office of fake and counterfeit products – many links on DCC website



   

The destination URL 
that you see when 
hovering a mouse 
over a link can be a 
scam
 

 Don’t trust that link



   

URL shorteners (bit.ly, t.co) hide the
    ultimate destination of a link 

URL expanders do the opposite
  → urlex.org
  → expandurl.net 
  → linkunshorten.com 
  → checkshorturl.com

Going a step further are urlscan.io and 
VirusTotal.com which offer opinions on
whether the ultimate destination is 
malicious or not  
 

 Expand a short link



   

  Being safe on Public Wi-Fi 



   

 Being Safe on Public Wi-Fi
Dull and boring answer: use a VPN 
Some things should never be done in public, such as banking
Boring: on Apple devices turn off Air Drop
Boring: Don’t use Windows, the firewall is a sieve 

Interesting
  → Beware of evil twin networks – no obvious defense 
  → iOS: Settings → privacy → Local network → review apps 
  → First test the firewall in your devices using nmap on home LAN
  → Use a Chromebook. Better yet Guest Mode on Chromebook
  → Get Chromebook experience on a PC/Mac with a USB flash drive
             running Chrome OS Flex, which as no Android apps 
  → When done, tell your device to forget the network to avoid automatic re-connect
   
 Top Tier
  → use a VPN that hides you on the LAN side 
  → use a router to isolate your device(s) from the unwashed masses    
  



   

 Being Safe on Public Wi-Fi

All discussions about VPNs focus on the Internet. 
Internet Internet Internet Internet
Phooey  
The LAN is also a dangerous place. 
Do you trust all the people in the this picture?
Do you trust other coffee drinkers at Starbucks? 

Layer 2 isolation is a Wi-Fi attribute that controls LAN visibility 
It is frequently not used 
    Lincoln Center, another conference, here??

A VPN can also hide you on the LAN
A small number of VPNs can hide your computing device from other devices on the LAN. 
A bad guy can’t abuse a device he can’t see

Nothing to do with encryption or tunnels
  



   

 Being Safe on Public Wi-Fi

 MULLVAD VPN LAN OPTION
 
“Local network sharing”

Screen shot is from their Windows software

I don’t think this is available in their mobile apps 

  
  



   

 Being Safe on Public Wi-Fi

 IVPN LAN OPTION 

In their Windows, macOS and Linux 
software IVPN calls it “Allow LAN traffic 
when IVPN firewall is enabled”
Screen shot is from Windows 

On Android, they call it “Bypass VPN for 
local networks”

  
  



   

 Being Safe on Public Wi-Fi

 WINDSCRIBE VPN
 LAN OPTION
  Screen shot is from Android – may not work
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

OVPN on Android:  "Communicate with LAN devices"

ProtonVPN on iOS:  "Allow LAN connections" 

Is this offered by your VPN company on the Operating 
Systems that you use in public? 
  



   

Your
Computing 
device

Public WiFi
 Network

Travel 
Router

    Travel Router 



   

 Being Safe on Public Wi-Fi

Use a travel router as an intermediary
Router connects to the public network via Wi-Fi 
You connect to the travel router (Wi-Fi or Ethernet) 

Firewall in travel router protects your devices 
LAN scan by bad guys only sees the travel router
Router running the public WI-Fi network only sees the travel router

Insure travel router has no open ports, first thing
Hide the router vendor by changing the WAN MAC address   
Maybe run VPN client software in the travel router 

Anyone here doing this?  
  



   

 Being Safe on Public Wi-Fi

A Pepwave Surf SOHO connecting to local Wi-Fi 
The feature is called Wi-Fi as WAN. Other routers use other terms.  
 
  



   

         Quick  Takes 2



   

  iOS Settings

PRIVACY section
→  App Privacy Report - ON. It logs data about apps, domains, network activity
→ Tracking →  Allow Apps to Request to Track  should be OFF 
→ Apple Advertising → Personalized Ads OFF.    If it was on, then View Ad Targeting Info

→ Analytics & Improvements → Share iPad Analytics OFF       Maybe view the Analytics Data  
→ Local Network → review apps allowed to talk on LAN.       

Wi-Fi
→ Auto-join hotspot  NEVER 

Screen Time
→ Content & Privacy Restrictions → Apple Advertising  OFF



   

  TikTok

The FCC thinks it is a spy tool



   

  TikTok

Use the website, rather than the mobile app. Better yet, private browsing mode. 
On iOS the App Privacy Report can monitor TikTok.



   

  Microsoft

Don’t use Windows 

If you must use it, use portable apps on Windows
Great source is  portableapps.com  

Avoid software from Microsoft such as their web browser, email client and Office
             Too harsh?  … Windows 8 



   

  Office Software Suite

LIBRE OFFICE
----------------------------------
Free
One edition
Simple 
Lesser attack target
Choice of self-updating or not
Can read/write files in Office formats
Windows, macOS, Linux

MICROSOFT OFFICE
---------------------------------------------
Expensive
Multiple editions
Complex
Prime target for bad guys 

Office.com is alternative, but not for anything sensitive



   

ALWAYS  REMEMBER

● When you get a TEXT MESSAGE
                                   you have no idea who sent it

● When you get an EMAIL MESSAGE
                                   you have no idea who sent it

● When you get a PHONE CALL
                             you have no idea who the caller is



   

    Router   Security

 For more: RouterSecurity.org



   

Router Classes

From an ISP 
  They care nothing about security or software, only price
  Likely to have back doors for the ISP to get in
  Likely to be a combination modem/router which is sub-optimal 
  Popular targets for bad guys  

Consumer targeted – sold at retailers like Best Buy
   Netgear, Linksys, Asus, TP-Link, D-Link 
   Awful security and software. At least they won’t have open ports

Professional/Business 
   Peplink, pfSense, Turris, DrayTek, OPNsense, Ubiquiti 
   Lots of bells and whistles, configuring takes some know-how
   Most likely to care about the software 



   

Professional Router Features (1) 

Outbound firewall rules
Frequent firmware updates  
VLANs – which let you group devices on your LAN into separate clusters whose interactions can 
       be controlled. Much more flexibility compared to Guest WiFi 
Layer 2 isolation: keep the devices in a single WiFi SSID from seeing each other 
         Here at HOPE ... 
Better control over DNS
    → Force old DNS even on devices that want to use their own DNS
    → Use Secure DNS network wide 
    → Function as the DNS server  
Secure defaults out of the box 
A useful Forum 
Support for WPA2 Enterprise 
Better bandwidth management - one huge download won’t impact everyone 
Better bandwidth usage reports 



   

Professional Router Features (2) 

Longer support window for the firmware 
Wake on LAN 
Multiple WAN connections 
Backup current configuration to a file
Better activity logging  
Better monitoring: 
        show all connections for a client device 
        current bandwidth usage for each device 
VPN client software  
Create more than just two SSIDs – Peplink can do 16 
Notifications of errors 
Site to site VPN 
No support for WPS  
 



   

Outbound Firewall Rules 

Block printers 
from phoning 
home



   

 Router Tips

– Reboot your router every now and then

    Some malware that gets installed on a router can not survive a reboot, so this 
    may clear out an infection  

– Have a router cheat sheet on paper, near the router 
   
    Info on how to log in: the LAN side IP address, userid and password
    Also with Wi-Fi passwords 



   

 Really?



   

Security?
We don’t need 
no stinking 
security



   

More than 30 router security features



   

Evaluating a Router 

Do you need an account with the hardware vendor? 

Is it spying on you? Many do. I have verified pcWRT and Peplink do not.  

Does it self-update? Sometimes good, sometimes bad

The speed numbers on the box are a scam  
  



   

 Routers spy on you

 
“Sections 8b and 8c of Eero's privacy
 Policy make it clear that the only way
 to opt out of data collection is not to
 use Eero devices at all.” 

“D-Link did not respond to multiple requests for clarification about its data collection 
practices, and it's unclear whether or not the company's products track user browsing.”

No company did well. Details fuzzy.  Only evaluated consumer routers.  



   

 Peplink routers (1) 

My favorite router company 
Not for everyone - professional level devices 
Cheapest models: Surf Soho    $200 max speed 120Mbps 
                             Balance 20x $450 max speed 900Mbps  
No security flaws in the news in the last 11 years - opposite of Cisco 
Lesser target for when they do have the inevitable security flaw 
Routers have multiple on-board firmwares - like Chromebook but better 
Outstanding debugging:
   pcap traces in the router itself, diagnostic report, locked down remote access
An account with Peplink is NOT required 
The router does not spy on you – I tested this 
Not focused on security - just professionally developed software 
    New releases are alpha, beta, release candidate, then released. 
   Multiple iterations of each and very easy to provide feedback 



   

 Peplink routers (2) 

User interface is as simple as a high end device can be 
    I figured out site-to-site VPN with no training 
Listen to their customers
    Employees monitor their Forum 
    Very easy to report bugs
Forum has many questions, expert answers, not much griping by customers
VLANs, outbound firewall rules, multiple logs, 16 SSIDs 
No charge for software updates – ever
They have their fair share of software bugs  
Hardware and software have very long lifespans 
Their most expensive models have to be purchased from a “partner” 
   Anyone at all can buy the cheaper stuff  
Not at all like Grandstream 
   routers have a long life span 



   

 pcWRT router

 
Very different from Peplink
Company behind it is very small
Focused on security and parental controls 
Only one model - $130  
No account needed
Firmware updates are free forever 
Can self update or not – your choice 
Customized version of OpenWRT  
The router does not spy on you – I tested it
Hardware is from Lenovo  
Might be cheapest router supporting VLANs 
VPN support is excellent – WireGuard, OpenVPN, IKEv2
Excellent as a 2nd router devoted to VPN
More:  routersecurity.org/pcwrt.php 



   

 Router Security Test

UPnP was meant to be 

LAN side only 

This is the only online test for UPnP 

Exposure

Do not test while using a VPN or Tor 

www.grc.com/shieldsup



   

   A 
  Good 
  Result



   

  F Y I

routersecurity.org/extending.wifi.range.php

Extending the range of a Wi-Fi network



   

           Passwords



   

 Password Approaches (1)  

This section is short because I have long blog on this
michaelhorowitz.com/BestPasswordAdvice.php

● Write the passwords on paper
● Password manager software
● Store the passwords in a file and encrypt that file. Perhaps Word or Excel
● For websites, store passwords in the web browser
● A formula to generate easy-to-remember passwords 



   

 Password Approaches (2)  

● Every approach to generating, storing and retrieving passwords has its pros/cons

● Anyone pushing one approach, without a mention of the downside should be ignored 

● There is no one best solution for everyone

● Even for a single person, the best solution is probably to use different approaches for 

different passwords. 

● The MOST important passwords belong on paper and no where else 

● Our most important passwords include: email, financial, AppleID 



   

 Password Manager Software  

● Phooey
● My blog has 20 reasons not to use Password Manager software
● Recall the Honey browser extension. That’s one reason. 
● Puts way too much trust in software that is often buggy
● Too hard for many non techies 
● Classic case of thinking inside the box. If its the right thing for a techie, it 

must the right thing for every human on the planet
● Still, I do use it for some of my passwords. Some.  



   

 Password Formulas

● The key innovation with a password formula is not to treat a password as a 
single entity. Instead treat it as two parts: fixed and variable

● Fixed portion will be easily remembered 
● Variable portion can be something simple or complicated, depending..

Simple example

I own multiple Thinkpad laptops and a formula makes it easy to have a different 
password for each one. 
Formula is a fixed prefix (call it “tulips”) followed by the model number
So →    tulipst480     tulipst560    tulipsx200   



   

 Password Formulas

A more secure formula for New York Yankee fans 
    Babe-variable-ruth

If you associate “bleeding” with paying taxes, then your irs.gov password could be 
   Babe-bleeding-ruth

If you associate “jungle” with amazon.com, then the formula yields 
    Babe-jungle-ruth

Bonus: you can write down the variable portion of the password safely 
      My IRS  password is bleeding 
Is useless to someone without the formula



   

         Quick  Takes 3



   

  Cloud File Storage 

These companies can read your files 

   → Google Drive, Apple iCloud, Microsoft OneDrive, Dropbox 
_______________________________________________________________________

These companies can not read your files 

  → Spider Oak, Tresorit, sync.com, Proton Drive (now in beta) 

Official buzzword: end-to-end encryption  
  



   

  Cloud File Storage 

Backblaze is a major player, with many options, including end-to-end encryption  
  
Their terminology for e2e is sloppy. 
“Private Key” or “Private Encryption Key” or “user-selected passphrase”

www.backblaze.com/backup-encryption.html
help.backblaze.com/hc/en-us/articles/360038171794-Why-does-the-Backblaze-website-need-my-
private-encryption-key-to-restore-

They also offer two factor authentication
One option makes data non-erasable and non-modifiable for a period of time. 
  



   

Cookies

The word “cookies” 
has two possible 
meanings.  

Generic, like Xerox 
machine or specific  



   

  Cookies

Cookies are only 1 of many 
ways that a website can store
data on a computer. 
The other ways are: 
 
→ Local storage 
→ File system 
→ Cache storage 
→ Database storage 
→ Service Workers

brave://settings/siteData

  



   

ALWAYS  REMEMBER

● When you get a TEXT MESSAGE
                                   you have no idea who sent it

● When you get an EMAIL MESSAGE
                                   you have no idea who sent it

● When you get a PHONE CALL
                             you have no idea who the caller is



   

 A
 Second
 Phone
 number



   

 A Second phone number

A  second phone number can serve as a sacrificial lamb. Give it to people, places, things that
you don’t want to have your phone number. A museum wanted a phone number to check coa

My second number is Internet only. It is a mobile app that can be installed on multiple devices
It can only accept/make calls when the device is on-line. If all devices are off-line then it 
records a voice mail message. When a device goes on-line, it notifies me about the missed 
call. I use Text Now and pay about $3/month. 

The EFF suggests hushed.com and burnerapp.com 
eff.org/deeplinks/2022/06/security-and-privacy-tips-people-seeking-abortion

Google Voice is free but using Google when you want privacy is not a good strategy 



   

             V P N s

Virtual Private Network 



   

  VPN  
● VIRTUAL – means nothing, it’s real 

● PRIVATE – only half private 

● NETWORK – not really  

The VPNs that consumers use, create a connection between
       two devices – yours and a VPN server 
 

Half private: VPNs do not offer end-to-end encryption. A secure website does. 

      VPNs offer end-to-middle encryption. 

I use one all the time 



   

  A VPN Provides 3 Things  

● Encrypted connection to a VPN server (called a “tunnel”)
● New DNS servers
● New Public IP address   

The tunnel hides (encrypts) everything from both the router and the ISP

FYI: When an encrypted web page is inside the VPN tunnel it is double encrypted 



   

Do you need VPN? 

www.ftc.gov/business-guidance/blog/2021/10/look-what-isps-know-about-you-must-read-report-ftc



   

 Do you need VPN? 

Some argue that secure websites are enough protection, so you don’t need a VPN 

The content of a secure web page can not be spied upon, but …

The fact that you visited a particular website can be easily logged either via DNS
     (the old type only) or via the SNI field in an HTTPS request

It is not hard to imagine that simply visiting 

   find-me-an-abortion-clinic.com
   
is enough to cause trouble, even without the content of the web pages  

 



   

Computing 
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 VPN Ad/Tracker Blocking (1)

● If you do DNS ad/tracker blocking on your device, or your 
router, or pi-hole, it will disappear when a VPN changes the 
DNS environment

● Some VPN providers let you pick the DNS environment when 
connected. But, likely only for old DNS.  

● Android Private DNS over-rides VPN DNS
● More and more VPN providers are offering their own blocking 



   

 VPN Ad/Tracker Blocking (2)

● IVPN calls their tracker blocking feature AntiTracker 
● ProtonVPN calls their ad/tracker blocking feature NetShield. It can block malware,  ads, and trackers
● Mullvad: introduced ad blocking, tracker blocking and malware blocking in 2021   
● OVPN added ad/tracker blocking to their Android and iOS apps in November 2021.
● Perfect Privacy blocks ads/trackers/fishing in their TrackStop feature
● The Freedome VPN from F-Secure blocks trackers on iOS, Android, Windows and macOS.
● Disconnect Privacy Pro SmartVPN blocks trackers on iOS. Their Premium VPN blocks trackers on 

iOS, Android and macOS.
● The Guardian Firewall + VPN app on iOS blocks trackers
● Windscribe VPN is the best I have seen as their ad/tracker blocking is customizable.  

They call the feature R.O.B.E.R.T. and it works much like NextDNS



   

 Windscribe
 ROBERT

Configure

blocked

categories 

in the 

Android

app 



   

Customize

    on 

website 

 Windscribe
 ROBERT



   

 VPN (cut for time)

● For multiple ways to verify that a VPN connection is functioning correctly, 
see the web page below

● How do you choose a VPN provider? Wrong every time. 
● Seriously, the advice in the press is either miserable, because it was 

written by an Art History major, or an advertisement pretending to be an 
article. There is more on this in the page below. 

● DefensiveComputingChecklist.com/vpn.php      



   

 VPN on iOS 15

Two indicators say connected

Two indicators say NOT connected

This is disgraceful
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  iOS VPN leak 

VPN app



   

 I found an iOS VPN bug

● This started with a March 2020 blog by ProtonVPN
● When the VPN tunnel is created, existing connections/sessions/threads/

sockets are NOT terminated.
● ProtonVPN offered two work-arounds. Neither worked.
● Issue was dropped by both Apple and ProtonVPN. COVID-19? 
● Then I looked at it in May 2022 because someone saw the ProtonVPN 

blog on my DefensiveComputingChecklist.com site and asked if it was 
still a problem. It is.



   

 I found an iOS VPN bug



   



   

 I found an iOS VPN bug

● I contacted Apple at end of May 2022. They are aware of it. 
● Status is none of my business. None of yours too. 
● Did they re-create it?   
● iOS users are currently at risk
● I own 1 iPad and do not use an iPhone 
● I did not test if Tor leaks too...



   

 Double VPNs
● Start out normally, with an Operating System VPN connection 
● Then add a VPN that only works in one web browser 
● Tunnelbear and Windscribe offer browser extensions. Others? 
● Opera desktop browser includes its own VPN.   Others? 
● Edge browser will soon include free Secure Network - if signed in with a MS 

account – no thanks
● Browser VPN provider should be different than OS VPN provider
● Poor man’s Tor 
● Variation: Brave offers a private browsing windows with Tor 
● NOTE: Mozilla VPN works at the OS level  

● Brave for Android and iOS includes paid VPN from Guardian – also at OS level



   

 Double VPNs - Perspectives

● Best if you use a free/anonymous account with the 
browser VPN provider  

● ISP only sees the OS level VPN tunnel 
● Operating System VPN provider knows you connected 

to the browser VPN, they can see the tunnel being 
created. They can not see inside this tunnel.

● Browser VPN provider can see what you do, but they 
only know you are a customer of the OS VPN



   

 Anonymous VPNs  

● Some VPN providers let you pay with gift cards
● Some VPN providers let you pay with cash
● Anyone sent cash to a foreign country?
● Mullvad and IVPN take no personal information at all when 

creating an account  
● If you ever connect from your home, then you are no longer 

anonymous (assuming the VPN provider is spying on you) 



   

 VPNs and Location Hiding  

● Location hiding is sometimes true 
● It was true before Wi-Fi was invented 
● It was true before there were cellphones with GPS and cell towers
● GPS tells a device where it is, cell towers tell the phone company where the 

phone is, Wi-Fi tells Apple and Google and Microsoft where you are
● If the operating system knows where it is, that information can leak    
● SAFEST: use a device without GPS, without Wi-Fi, in Airplane mode, without 

Bluetooth, that is Ethernet connected to the Internet. If you turn these off, re-
boot. 

Does having a new public IP address hide your location?



   

 VPNs and Location Hiding  

 One 
 man’s
 story



   

 VPNs and Location Hiding          One man’s story 
             in brief 

“Mike”  was very serious about his privacy 
He used a pfSense router with an always-on VPN connection
The outside world, never sees his real public IP address 
His Xbox is Ethernet connected to the pfSense router

Then, one day … he saw in his Microsoft/Xbox account info 
          that Microsoft knew exactly where he lived. 

WTF? 



   

 VPNs and Location Hiding          One man’s story 
             in brief 

Turns out the Xbox does Wi-Fi 
And, the Wi-Fi can not be turned off, even when the Xbox is
       Ethernet connected to the router

The Xbox spied on the Wi-Fi networks of his neighbors
It reported the SSID, MAC address and signal strength of the 
   neighbors’ networks back to Microsoft 
 
Based on this, Microsoft knew exactly where he lived, even in
     a large apartment complex



   

      Domain Name Rules

 



   

Domain Names
 For full details on this topic, see DefensiveComputingChecklist.com
  



   

Some domain names: google.com, hope.net, RouterSecurity.org, proton.me, irs.gov and mirror.co.uk

Domain names are not case sensitive. Cost about $20/year to own.  
 

In a browser address bar, domain names end with the first (technically third) slash
   

https://www.cnn.com/2022/07/14/politics/secret-service-text-messages-erased/index.html

https://www.nursing.columbia.edu/academics/courses

After the first slash are folders, sub-folders and, optionally, a web page name

Domain names can not contain a period 

Domain Names Intro



   

Sub-domains allow a large organization to logically chop themselves into smaller pieces. 
They are separated from the domain name by periods
 
Consider Columbia University 

  www.arch.columbia.edu   
 www.law.columbia.edu
 www.nursing.columbia.edu   
 journalism.columbia.edu 
 chem.columbia.edu  

Technically speaking, the classic three Ws to the left of the domain name is a sub-domain 

There are an unlimited number of subdomains for any one domain

Each sub-domain can be a totally separate website

The hope.net domain has subdomains of www, scheduler, element, wiki and radio 

Domain Names have Sub-Domains on Left



   

 
 The last part of a domain is the TLD, Top Level Domain
 
 There are hundreds of them 

 Which domains make the iPhone?     (some do, some do not) 

  apple.net    apple.org   apple.gov  
  apple.me     apple.us    apple.cn 
  apple.jobs   apple.app   apple.fail 
  apple.site   apple.edu   apple.biz
  apple.name   apple.io    apple.talk 
  apple.top    apple.tv    apple.theater
  apple.movie  apple.digital 

Domain Names have a TLD on Right



   

The domain citi.com belongs to Citibank 

Simple rule: anything that ends with ".citi.com" (note the leading period) is also Citibank

  secure.citi.com
 jobs.citi.com 
 online.citi.com 
 abcde.citi.com
 a.b.c.d.e.citi.com 
 something-else.citi.com 
 any.damn.thing.citi.com   
  

Domain Names Cardinal Rule 



   

 Again: domain must end with ".citi.com"  to be Citibank. These are scams 

  givemeyourpassword-citi.com    
 securelogin-citi.com  
 onlineciti.com
 citi.tv      
 badguys.com/citi.com/login.html   
 citionlinebanking.com
 citi.onlinebanking.com
 citibank-online.com
 citibankingonline.com 
 secureciti.com
 badguy.com/citi.com
 wwwciti.com 
 trustus-we-are-really-citi.com 

Domain Names Bad Guy Tricks 



   

 
1. Hope that the browser truncates the long name on the left and fails to display the actual domain name

 citi.com------------------------------------------------------badguy.com

 
 
2. Hex encoding 

  citi.com%2ebadguy%2ecom  

Really is 

  citi.com.badguy.com

Domain Name Nasty Tricks 



   

Domain Name Rules Review

DefensiveComputingChecklist.com                                domain    DefensiveComputingChecklist.com   

defensive.computingchecklist.com subdomain   “defensive”    of domain    computingchecklist.com 

Defensive.Computing.Checklist.com subdomain  “Defensive.computing”   of domain   Checklist.com

defensive-computing-checklist.com                                     domain    defensive-computing-checklist.com 
 

 hope.net.badguy.com  subdomain  “hope.net”    of domain           badguy.com 

 hope.net-badguy.com subdomain  “hope”         of domain       net-badguy.com

 2.5admins.com Subdomain “2”               of domain       5admins.com



   

 HarvardCareer.com

 returns-fedex.com

 coinbase.com.password-reset.com  

 facbook-login.com  

 consumes.report

 helpdesk-att.com 

 sophosfirewallupdate.com 

 whatsappdownload.site

 facebook-mails.com

 payment-mastercard.com

 tor-browser.org 

 torproect.org  

 www.argos.co.uk.theninja.gknu.com/www.argos.co.uk/account-login/

 Real Life Scam Domains 



   

Just last week

Bad guys 
exploiting victims 
that do not know 
the rules for 
domain names  
  

Domain Names



   

Companies that register domains are 
called Registrars
 
Every registrar should offer a Whois 
service that reports on who owns a 
domain 

Ownership can be hidden 

Domain Names Whois

 whois.domaintools.com

 whois.gandi.net  

 www.namecheap.com/domains/whois

 who.is   

 whois.pairdomains.com

 domains.google 



   

Domain Name: apple.ca
Registry Domain ID: D14928-CIRA
Registrar URL: www.cscglobal.com
Updated Date: 2022-05-02T05:03:11Z
Creation Date: 2000-10-19T18:25:39Z
Registry Expiry Date: 2023-05-16T04:00:00Z
Registrar: CSC Corporate Domains (Canada) Company
Registrant Name: Apple Canada Inc.
Registrant Street: 7495 Birchmount Rd.
Registrant City: Markham
Registrant State/Province: ON
Registrant Postal Code: L3R5G2
Registrant Country: CA
Registrant Phone: +1.4089961010
Registrant Email: domains@apple.com
Admin Name: Ken Eddings
Admin Street: 1 Infinite Loop
Admin City: Cupertino
Admin State/Province: CA
Admin Postal Code: 95014
Name Server: a.ns.apple.com
Name Server: b.ns.apple.com
Name Server: c.ns.apple.com
Name Server: d.ns.apple.com
>>> Last update of WHOIS database: 2022-07-14T23:30:33Z <<<

Domain Name Whois Report



   

 Real Life Scam Domains 



   



   

    means . . . 

Understanding Domain Names



   

Installing Sofware

Brian Krebs: "If you didn't go looking for it, don't install it!"



   



   

 Won’t get fooled
 again  

Note the scam domain name

   saleforces-it.com

Real domain is

saleforces.com  is available

   salesforce.com



   

    Secure??  Websites

  HTTPS is the scam version of HTTP



   

 Secure Websites 

A case can be made that secure websites are the techie version of “the 
big lie”

A website is not simply secure or not. It is NOT a yes/no binary thing.

Dozens of factors go into the security of a website 

Every sub-domain is a free agent in terms of security. One sub-domain 
can be very secure, another sub-domain, not secure at all.



   

    Secure  Websites 

Qualys SSL Server 
Test is my go-to 
source for server 
security testing

Grades vary a lot 

www.ssllabs.com/ssltest/



   

    Secure  Websites 

 hope.net 

 gets an A+ 



   

  Secure  Websites 

 scheduler.hope.net 

 only gets a A 



   

  Secure  Websites 

In 2016, Qualys reported that www.ssa.gov was 
secure, but the sub-domain where citizens entered 
their userid/password (secure.ssa.gov) had 
two security flaws. 

I blogged about it and someone changed it.
 
Its all good now. 

 computerworld.com/article/3123799/the-social-security-website-is-now-secure.html
 computerworld.com/article/3115775/trusting-the-social-security-administration.html
 



   

One criteria used by Qualys is the strength of the available encryption formulas 
As this section of their report shows, it varies 

 Secure  
 Websites 



   

Another criteria is the version of TLS. 
Versions 1.0 and 1.1 are bad/insecure. Versions 1.2 and 1.3 are good. 
Amazon fails this test – pretty surprising 

 Secure  
 Websites 



   

 Secure  
 Websites 

Yet another criteria is the presence/absence of Perfect Forward Secrecy 
Citibank fails this big time – also pretty surprising 



   

    Network War Stories

  



   

     nmap of an iPad

iOS devices have TCP port 62078 open
                     Why?



   

  Hacking your network

Looking for strange stuff on your network . . . 



   

 ...Leads
 to this

Strange
network 
activity

from iOS 



   

A funny
DNS and
VPN story



   

A funny DNS and VPN story 

Windows 10 PCs in my home never self-install bug fixes
I block these domains in the router 

prod.do.dsp.mp.microsoft.com
settings-win.data.microsoft.com
sls.update.microsoft.com
ctldl.windowsupdate.com 
watson.telemetry.microsoft.com

  





   

 Port 
 Probe 
 



   

 Quiz

What is 
this error?  
  



   

   The End 

Thanks for attending

michael@michaelhorowitz.com 
@defensivecomp
  
MichaelHorowitz.com   
DefensiveComputingChecklist.com
RouterSecurity.org 


